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Upcoming Webinars
Selecting the Right Power Semiconductors for Multi-
MHz Power Converters

Wednesday, 1 September 2020 1:00 PM ET
Abstract: With the commercialization of wide-bandgap power semiconductors,
multi-MHz switching frequencies are more compelling and critical to meet new
applications demanding leaps in power density and efficiency. In the past,
studies of these converters reported significant gaps between measured and
modeled performance, often attributed to dynamic RDS, ON in GaN HEMTs. In
particular, the power semiconductors–which often drive thermal constraints–
dissipated much more power than expected, rendering designs based on
simulated values unusable. In soft-switched converters, which dominate at
MHz frequencies, the semiconductor’s output capacitor is resonantly charged
and discharged once per switching cycle. Recently, multiple papers have found
significant losses from this process in silicon and wide-bandgap devices,
explaining the unexpected power dissipation. With these losses known, the
MHz-frequency design space can be reopened–if designers are careful about
semiconductor selection. In this webinar, we will give the audience the tools to
select the right device across material (GaN, SiC, or Si), device technology
(super junction or trench), size (lower RDS, ON is not always better), and in
some cases, manufacturer. Further, we showcase how this selection drives
thermal design, input voltage selection, and novel circuit topologies in a variety
of high-performance demonstrations from 6.78 MHz all the way to 40.68 MHz.

Presenter:
Juan Rivas

Stanford University
USA

Register
Here

Presenter: 
Helen Cui

University of
Tennessee

USA

Advanced Modeling Approach for Magnetic
Material and Components

A PELS Young Professional Webinar 

Friday, 11 September 2020 10:00 AM ET
Abstract: Magnetic material and component structures that favor the
trend towards planarization, chip-scale integration, and novel magnetic
packaging become the most promising direction of facilitating the
development of future power electronics and RF systems. However,
conventional design and modeling of magnetic components largely reply
on behavioral-level regression methodologies that are inadequate to
provide theoretical guidance and feasibility for advanced applications.
This talk starts from the external characteristics of magnetic components,
and then shifts from macroscopic performance to microscopic behavior
for magnetic materials in order to reveal the hierarchy of interactions
between material properties and component applications. The modeling
techniques not only provide powerful tools for analyzing magnetic-related
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Register
Here

issues in the next generation of high-frequency and high-density power
electronics with wide-bandgap devices; but also inspire cross-disciplinary
applications such as magnetic-molded packaging, ferromagnetic-
resonance wireless power transfer, and multiferroic antennas.

Advancing Layout Tools to Support High
Performance/High-Frequency Electronic Design

Thursday, 24 September 2020 11:00 AM ET
Abstract: Routing power electronic circuits for high-speed switching becomes
very tricky, as parasitic effects gain relevance and influence system
performance significantly. For example, some parts of the circuit have to be
routed with low inductance, others for low coupling capacitance, proximity
effects dominate losses, and so on. Although there are tools to calculate these
kinds of effects it is not straight forward to use them during the design process.
The transfer of the layout data to the calculation tool works seldom without
rework and the tools need special knowledge to get the right results. Layout
tool integrated evaluation features may offer a way out of this obstruction.In the
webinar, the performance relevant parasitics are gathered and ways to handle
them in layout tools discussed. Solutions for ohmic losses in arbitrarily formed
tracks and inductance are demonstrated.

Presenter:
Eckart Hoene

Fraunhofer IZM
Germany

Register
Here

Presenter: 
Jun Wang

University of
Nebraska

USA

Register
Here

High-Density Medium-Voltage SiC-based Modular
Power Converters for Naval Applications —
Challenges and Solutions

Tuesday, 6 October 2020 11:00 AM ET
Abstract: SiC-enabled high-power modular converters for medium-
voltage (MV) power distribution systems in naval applications have a
great potential to achieve notably higher efficiency and power density
than their Si predecessors. Such revolutionary improvement is built upon
the resolution of critical challenges comprising gate driving, control and
sensing, EMI, high-voltage insulation, and thermal management, in a
bottom-up manner from the component level to the power-cell level and
finally to the converter level. 

This seminar presents systematic design solutions to tackle the
aforementioned challenges. Enhanced gate drivers and their power
supplies, a bi-directional auxiliary power network, and synchronous
distribution control systems have been proposed to address low-power-
level concerns; a switching-cycle control approach for passive
component reduction, a shielded laminated dc-bus, and a partial-
discharge-free insulation design method have been proposed to handle
high-power-level issues. The electromagnetic interference, as an
ubiquitous issue involved in all the designs above, has been carefully
contained and mitigated by proposed shielding and coupling minimization
techniques. All the solutions have been successfully validated on
converter platforms operating continuously with switching transients up
to 100 V/ns.

Advanced Linear Induction Machines and Drive
Systems for Transportation

Sponsored by IEEE Transportation Electrification Community

Wednesday, 28 October 2020 8:00 AM ET
Abstract: The seminar aims to share the advancements in the linear induction
machine topologies, integrated modelling, multi-objective optimization
techniques, and high-performance control strategies applied in transportation,
such as linear metro, low-speed maglev, and so on. Researchers and
engineers from electrical, mechanical and information fields may find it useful
when dealing with transportation motor and drive related design, optimization
and control development, etc., which can be extended to other industrial
applications.

Presenter:
Wei Xu

Huazhong University
of Science and

Technology (HUST)
China
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The International Technology Roadmap for Wide
Bandgap Power Semiconductors (ITRW)

LIVE STREAM - 2 Airings
Wednesday, 16 September 2020 9:00 AM ET - First Viewing
Click here to Register for the 9:00am ET session

Wednesday, 16 September 2020 2:00 PM ET - Second Viewing
Click here to Register for the 2:00pm ET session

Speakers: Braham Ferreira and Peter Wilson

The webinar is being presented to provide the details of The International Technology Roadmap for Wide
Bandgap Power Semiconductors (ITRW) that was co-initiated by IEEE PELS and organizations
representing the USA, China, Japan, Europe, and UK in 2015.

The webinar will provide information on where ITRW is going and details on the four different working
groups within ITRW:

Materials and Devices (Chair: Andrew Binder)
Packaging and Integration (Chair: Mark Johnson)
System Integration and Application: GaN (Chair: Fred Wang)
System Integration and Application: SiC (Chair: Jin Wang)

Welcome aboard!
Bannari Amman Inst of Tech Industrial Electronics,
Power & Energy and Power Electronics Societies
Student Branch Chapter
Vizag Bay Section Power Electronics, Industry
Applications and Power & Energy Joint Societies
Chapter
Sri Lanka Section Power Electronics Society Chapter

Conference Updates

EPE’20 ECCE Europe-GOING VIRTUAL 
7 – 11 September 2020

Although the situation seems to be improving in Europe, the COVID-19 pandemic remains still a major
concern and it has heavily affected the organization of EPE’20 ECCE Europe in Lyon. To ensure 100%
safety, the continuity and the quality of the EPE’20 ECCE Europe-Conference, we currently are
developing the online part of the event. 

Therefore, we are launching the organization of the: Virtual EPE’20 ECCE Europe-Conference

ADVANTAGES:
Accessible worldwide
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Extensive Q & A possibilities: live interaction with presenters and other participants
Virtual networking opportunities
For registered participants, the presentations will be available on-demand in the weeks after the
conference and the proceedings will be downloadable
Virtual exhibition

Register Today!

ECCE-GOING VIRTUAL 
11 – 15 October 2020

The safety and well-being of our participants is our priority. With the continued resurgence of COVID-19
within the State of Michigan, in particular Detroit, along with the city’s prohibiting large or even
moderately-sized public gatherings, it makes it an impossibility to hold the in-person event as originally
planned.

The organizing committee is moving 2020 IEEE ECCE to a fully virtual conference which will take place
11-15 October 2020. 

This format allows us to still come together to learn, idea-share, and gain insight into the latest
innovations within the energy conversion field, and ensures that the current landscape does not hinder
anyone’s ability to participate. Details and logistics surrounding the virtual ECCE 2020 conference are in
progress and as we know more, we will continue to share information with you.

2020 ECCE VIRTUAL EVENT REGISTRATION
ECCE 2020 registration is open for your virtual conference participation. Individuals who previously
completed their registered at the in-person rate will be transferred to the virtual rate and will receive a
refund for the fee differential in the coming weeks. Please visit the ECCE website for more details and to
register.

INFORMATION FOR PRESENTERS
Detailed instructions on how to record your presentations are now available at the ECCE FAQs page.
Instructions on where to upload your presentations and deadline for submission will be provided to you
shortly.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
We acknowledge that there will be many questions surrounding the virtual format of ECCE 2020. Please
review our FAQs page for detailed answers to some frequently asked questions.

Call for Papers

China International Youth Conference on Electrical
Engineering (CIYCEE 2020) 

2 –4 November 2020 / HUST- Wuhan, China
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CIYCEE will be an international youth conference and assemble students pursuing electrical
engineering-related degrees and experts from industry and academia to engage in a forum for technical
presentations and professional development.

All aspects of electrical engineering are welcome to be presented at CIYCEE. Major topics include,
but are not limited to:

Power System and New Energy
Power Electronics Technology and Application
Electric Machine Design and Control
Electrotechnical Theory and New Electromagnetic Technology
High Voltage and Insulation Technology
Other Topics in Electrical Engineering

Important Deadlines:
Paper submission: 15 September 2020
Author notification: 30 September 2020
Registration deadline: 15 October 2020

For more details, please visit conference website

APEC 2021 continues the long-standing tradition of addressing issues of immediate and long-term
interest to the practicing power electronic engineer. Outstanding technical content is provided at one of
the lowest registration costs of any IEEE conference!

Important Milestones (subject to change):
SUBMIT YOUR PAPER BY AUGUST 28th!
28 October 2020: Notification that a paper was accepted or declined
20 November 2020: Final papers and author registrations are due

DOWNLOAD INSTRUCTIONS
SIGN UP TO BE A REVIEWER

The 12th IEEE Energy Conversion Congress and Exposition – Asia, 2021 (ECCE-
Asia 2021) will be held at The Marina Bay Sands Expo & Convention Centre,
Singapore, on 24-27 May 2021.

http://www.ciycee.com
https://s3.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/apec-conf-images/APEC-2021-Technical-Call-for-Papers_Final.pdf
https://epapers.org/apec2021/ESR/reviewer_signup.php
https://ecceasia2021.com/


Being an IEEE Power Electronics Society sponsored conference, the 12th IEEE ECCE-Asia 2021 is co-
sponsored by IEEE Industrial Application Society (IEEE-IAS), IEEE Singapore section and Smart Grid +
Power Electronics Consortium Singapore (SPECS). The ECCE Asia-2021 is one of the most important
conferences that bring our members together from around the world to share professional experiences,
expand our professional networks, and receive updates on the latest advances in science and technology
in the field of Electrical and Electromechanical Energy Conversion System.

The conference program will feature Plenary lectures, Tutorial lectures, Oral and Poster Presentations,
technical exhibitions and social events. I sincerely hope that all participants will use this valuable time to
produce deep and profound discussions on various research topics and make lasting friendships and
future colleagues with all our prestigious researchers.

Specific details about the digest format and tracks are available in IEEE ECCE-Asia 2021
website: https://ecceasia2021.com/

For details, please visit conference website

Important Dates:
Digest Submission Deadline: 30 September 2020
Special Session Proposals Deadline: 30 September 2020
Special Session Paper Submission Deadline: 15 November 2020
Notification of Acceptance of Regular and Special Session Papers: 1 January 2021
Author Registration (Early-Bird) Deadline: 1 February 2021
Final Camera Ready Deadline: 15 February 2021
Conference Dates: 24-27 May 2021

IEEE GREENTECH 2021
13th Annual IEEE Green Technologies Conference

7-11 April 2021, Denver, Colorado
The main areas of interest are:
• Energy Generation, Transmission, Distribution and Storage.
• Renewable Energy and Smart Grids.
• Transportation Electrification.
• Codes, Standards, Regulations and Polices.
 
Submissions in the following or related technical topics are invited 
• Renewable energy systems: biomass, hydro, solar, wind, and others
• Microgrids and Nano-grids: AC/DC systems, control and optimization, energy management, storage,
grid-forming inverters, 100% renewable energy systems, resilience, and protection
• Smart grids, cities, buildings and homes
• Computational intelligence for power systems: big data analytics, evolutionary computing, fuzzy logic,
neural networks, swarm intelligence, and other paradigms
• Cyber security and physical security of power systems and power electronics
• Transportation electrification: EV, HEV and PHEV system architectures, charging/discharging
strategies, grid interface and impacts, resilience, and sustainability
• Electromagnetic pulse (EMP): Effects, impacts and potential solutions
• Energy storage devices and systems: batteries, fuel cells, super-capacitors, Flywheel, hydroelectric and
sustainable technologies
• Energy market, policies and economics: big data, business models and intelligence, e-markets,
incentives, and smart markets
• Power system analysis, modeling, and simulation
• Power systems communication: power line communications, wireless, metering and monitoring and
other advanced topics
• Electrical engineering education: development for academia, industry, professionals, and the future
workforce

Website for paper submission is now ready!
Paper submission deadline: 5 December 2020 
Paper decision deadline: 15 January 2021  

https://ecceasia2021.com/
https://ecceasia2021.com/
https://ecceasia2021.com/
https://ecceasia2021.com/
https://ieeegreentech.org/


The IEEE Power Electronics Society announces the 4th IEEE International Conference on DC Microgrids,
IEEE ICDCM 2021. This conference brings together researchers, engineers and students from academia,
government and industry for an interactive discussion on the latest advances in DC Grid Technologies
and Applications.

The conference theme include, but is not limited to:

DC Grid Core Technologies
Medium voltage power distribution
Circuit breaker and protection
Power converters
Modeling
Control and stability
Reliability
Safety
Medium voltage engineering

DC Grid Core Applications
Transportation electrification (ships, aircrafts, ground vehicles)
Renewable energy systems
Energy storage and integration
Micro-grids and nano-grids
Telecommunication and data center
Smart homes and buildings
Other industrial applications

Important Deadlines:
Digest Submission: 1 December 2020
Notification of Acceptance: 15 February 2021
Early Registration: 15 April 2021
Final Paper Submission: 15 April 2021

New! AIAA/IEEE TEC Online Short Course
Electrified Aircraft Propulsion Technologies:

Powering the Future of Air Transportation
14 October-11 November 2020

Overview: This 18-hour online course, presented jointly by AIAA
and IEEE, describes the benefits of electrifying the propulsion
systems of large aircraft, identifies the technology advancements
required to enable electrified aircraft propulsion, and details how the
aerospace industry can transition from the current state-of-the-art to
these advanced technologies. It covers electrical machines, power
systems and electronics, materials research, superconductivity and
cryogenics, thermal management, battery chemistry, system design,
and optimization. It covers general concepts, tools, and information,
and offers the learner a solid high-level understanding of the
material.

Learning Objectives:

Understand benefits of electrified propulsion in aircraft
Identify types of electric and hybrid-electric propulsion systems and their relative advantages and

http://aiaa.mycrowdwisdom.com/diweb/catalog/item?id=5898055
http://aiaa.mycrowdwisdom.com/diweb/catalog/item?id=5898055


disadvantages
Understand the fundamentals of electromechanical energy conversion and performance
parameters
Understand fundamentals of enabling power electronics
Understand the key drivers of electrical machine and drive designs
Become familiar with emerging technologies, e.g. superconductivity, cryogenic power electronics
Have a basic understanding of electrical power distribution architecture and the general
considerations for the protection system design

Members of IEEE use code TECMEM to obtain the AIAA Member Price

Click here to Register

Save the Date
Special Note: Please check the conference websites for the most up to date information.

Some dates below or person attendance options may have been changed due to COVID-
19. IEEE staff is working hard updating the listings. Thank you for your patience and
understanding at this time.

VIRTUAL 2020 22nd European Conference on Power Electronics and Applications (EPE'20 ECCE
Europe)
Lyon cedex 06, France, 7-10 Sept 2020
2020 Fifteenth International Conference on Ecological Vehicles and Renewable Energies (EVER)
Monte Carlo, Monaco 10-12 Sept 2020
VIRTUAL 2020 32nd International Symposium on Power Semiconductor Devices and ICs (ISPSD)
Vienna, Austria 13-18 Sept 2020
VIRTUAL 2020 Workshop on Wide Bandgap Power Devices and Applications in Asia (WiPDA Asia)
Kyoto, Japan 23-25 Sept 2020
VIRTUAL 2020 IEEE First International Conference on Smart Technologies for Power, Energy and
Control (STPEC)
Nagpur, India 25-26 Sept 2020
2020 6th IEEE International Energy Conference (ENERGYCon)
Tunis, Tunisia 28 Sept-1 Oct 2020
VIRTUAL 2020 IEEE 11th International Symposium on Power Electronics for Distributed Generation
Systems (PEDG)
Dubrovnik, Croatia 28 Sept-1 Oct 2020
2020 XI International Conference on Electrical Power Drive Systems (ICEPDS)
St. Petersburg, Russia 4-7 Oct 2020
VIRTUAL 2020 IEEE Energy Conversion Congress and Exposition (ECCE)
Detroit, MI USA 11-15 Oct 2020
VIRTUAL 2020 2nd Global Power, Energy and Communication Conference (GPECOM)
Izmir/Selcuk, Turkey 20-23 Oct 2020
2020 5th IEEE Workshop on Electronic Grid (eGRID)
Aachen, Germany 2-4 Nov 2020
2020 China International Youth Conference on Electrical Engineering (CIYCEE)
Wuhan, China 2-4 Nov 2020
VIRTUAL 2020 IEEE 21st Workshop on Control and Modeling for Power Electronics (COMPEL)
Aalborg, Denmark 9-12 Nov 2020
VIRTUAL 2020 IEEE PELS Workshop on Emerging Technologies: Wireless Power Transfer (WoW)
Seoul, Korea (South) 23-27 Nov 2020
VIRTUAL 2020 IEEE Wireless Power Transfer Conference (WPTC)
Seoul, Korea (South) 23-27 Nov 2020
2020 IEEE 9th International Power Electronics and Motion Control Conference (IPEMC2020-ECCE Asia)
Nanjing, China 29 Nov- 2 Dec 2020
2020 10th International Electric Drives Production Conference (EDPC)
Ludwigsburg, Germany 8-9 Dec 2020
2020 22nd International Middle East Power Systems Conference (MEPCON)
Luxor, Egypt 15-17 Dec 2020
2020 4th International Conference on Advanced Systems and Emergent Technologies (IC_ASET)
Hammamet, Tunisia 15-18 Dec 2020
VIRTUAL 2020 IEEE International Conference on Power Electronics, Drives and Energy Systems
(PEDES)
Jaipur, India 15-20 Dec 2020
2020 Applied Power Electronics Conference and Exposition (APEC)
Phoenix, Arizona 21-25 March 2021

VIEW ALL PELS CONFERENCES

Please send CFP's, Distinguished Lecturer visits, awards received by PELS members, etc. to Megan
Cichocki, for inclusion of next months e-Newsletter. We look forward to receiving your news articles!
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